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1 Introduction

High availability architecture is an approach of defining the components or resources of a system which ensures optimal operational performance and higher uptime of the system. The prime objective of implementing High Availability architecture is to make sure your system or application is configured to handle different loads and different failures with minimal or no downtime.

High availability architecture traditionally consists of a set of loosely coupled servers which have failover capabilities. Failover is basically a switching mechanism which makes secondary node operational when the primary one goes offline due to failure. Below is the proposed architecture for high availability of Smarten application.

2 High Availability Architecture with Smarten

Key components

- **Failover switch node** – Requests from clients will be routed through this node. This node can be software or hardware node which is configured to switch to secondary node when primary node goes down or fails. For software node, it can be configured using Apache web server which provides failover switching mechanism.

- **Smarthen Primary node** – This is a Smarthen primary node which works as a master node. In normal situation, all the requests from clients will be routed to this node.

- **Smarthen Secondary node** – This is Smarthen secondary or backup node. It will be configured with same configuration like primary node. It will have its own Smarthen data repository and metadata DB. This data repository will be synchronized through data replication mechanism to keep it up-to-date.
• **Data Replication** – Data replication mechanism can be setup based on infrastructure and utilities available in your environment.
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